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“A new appreciation for nature, for our nature, has emerged.
We are a brand new culture, world, society and peoples.
That is, if we so choose. Welcome to a potentially updated,
upgraded version of ourselves.”— Jody turner

Glimpse: Understanding the New Marketplace © Culture of Future.
All rights reserved, including the right to reproduce this document or portions
thereof in any form whatsoever. For more information contact Jody Turner:
JodyTurner@CultureofFuture.com.
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Foreword

Today’s successful, forward-thinking
brands foster deep, emotional
connections. The connections can be
about benefiting personally, about
local and digital communities, about
society at large, or even how we feel
about being alive on the planet today.
Glimpse unpacks dynamic social, cultural and personal
insights for brands looking to achieve synergistic
connections with their audience. Included are fresh
perspectives into different generations – their inspirations
and their unique qualities. From business executives,
agencies, non-profits, startups, and global brands,
our goal is to inspire connected innovation, brand
communications, and content with Glimpse.
This time of unprecedented global challenge requires us
to adapt, evolve, and be fully on top of consumer needs,
experiences and expectations. Glimpse content and its
point of view helps us to go from survive to thrive and
take advantage of this great wave of change.

FOREWORD

TRANSFORMATIONAL TIMES,
REINVENTION AND HUMAN EMPATHY
This report captures and explains how Gen Y and Gen Z are
different than generations before them and how the Boomer
and Gen X generations are evolving themselves through the
lens of Gen Y and Z cultural influences. This includes how
design and communication languages are shifting to serve
cross-generations.
Generational and cultural boundaries are crossing over
more than ever. We examine, with an empathic lens, how
generations are engaging with brands, experiences, and life
differently. New expectations result, creating great change.
We track it all.

“Many in the insight industry work to humanize and
democratize the fair use of data as it moves further
throughout society and business practice.”— Jody Turner
A BOUT US
Creator Jody Turner collaborated with a top team of designers
and thinkers in producing Glimpse from years of working with
many of the most admired and successful brands in the
world. Harriet Riley, Julie Koch-Beinke, Mark Koch and Cathy
Breshears contributed to and assembled this content.
As a futurist and trend forecaster, Jody travels the world and
works with influential thinkers to gain a clear understanding
of where markets are going and how to stay engaged with
customers through this time of change. Glimpse presents a
frame of mind and point of view to work from.
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CHAPTER 1

State of the World
These eight big picture mega-trends (there are more) are the
trends that each person experiences and is affected by on the
planet today. This is the base context for the tools and future
narration presented in Glimpse.

1.1 REINVENTION

1.2 NON-LINEARS

1.5 DATA
DISRUPTION

1.6 HUMAN +

CHAPTER 1 • STATE OF THE WORLD

1.3
CROWD-SHARED
REVOLUTION

1.4 BEING HUMAN

1.7 A NEW
VISUAL-VERBAL
CULTURE

1.8 HUMAN SPEAK
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MEGA-TREND 1.1

Reinvention

Transformation is the biggest trend
of the day. As a result people seek
engagements and experiences that
contribute to and offer new ways to live,
work, play, and create together.

“In order to emotionally connect with a brand,
companies need to have strong North Star values
guiding how they contribute to society. This
includes making a difference in people’s lives and
communities – walking your talk, talking your walk.”
— The Purpose R esearch R eport

Embedding practices of transformational and empathetic
branding is more and more important post pandemic.
People value a deeper than ever transparency in how we
are creating, using, reusing and ultimately improving our
interaction with products, services, and marketing.
Culture has changed, countries have changed, citizens have
changed, and manufacturing has changed. This provides
opportunities for designing more appropriate futures that
align with a healthier world.
Today’s world is challenging. People feel interrupted by
product glut, media noise, environmental and political
challenges, personal and professional worries. Our clientele
or end users seek more value and meaning, experiences
that grow them and prepare them for this challenging
world. They seek ever smarter and better versions of
EVERYTHING.

CHAPTER 1 • STATE OF THE WORLD
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MEGA-TREND 1.2

Non-Linears

We have emerged from an era of
linear, industrial hierarchy to a
non-linear culture, focused on
crowd-sourced community.
The industrial revolution and worship of machines influenced
how we worked and lived for more than two centuries. In the
1950s, 60s, 70s, 80s and 90s we continued the influence by
grouping people into linear work hierarchies (think cubes)
and embracing top down leadership as people built their
careers step by step.
As web-influenced living fully emerged in the early 21st
century, mass populations had access to broader information
sets, and began influencing those sets. A crowd empowered
time was born.
Our transitions between the linear hierarchy and crowd
empowered approaches, creates a non-linear time. As we
evolve further into a crowd-driven time with each generation,
the hierarchy is adjusting, acquiescing bit by bit.

“Today is about building platforms enabling ‘selfdriving’ people versus building product upon product
that people may not even want to buy.”
— Brian Chesky, Airbnb

CHAPTER 1 • STATE OF THE WORLD
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MEGA-TREND 1.3

Crowd-Shared
Revolution

Marketers embracing the crowdshared, commerce revolution embrace a
360-degree approach, including a range
of design-developed product innovations
to platform services and experiential
local, real-time engagements.
The birth of crowd-shared branding began with Generation
X shifting the “big living, big box” Boomer hierarchy by
focusing on building niche, exclusive, customized design
experiences (think sneaker culture). Gen Y took it further
and opened up the niche approach into a mass experience,
a time of hybrid or conflicting “mass niche” experiences.
Sharing as a norm has lead to mass manufacturing serving
what appears to be a market of one over and over again.
Companies are growing more nimble and responsive.

“We no longer live in a world where brands dictate
trends and consumers wait to purchase what is
available to them.”
— Matt Field, President and Co-Founder MakerSights

CHAPTER 1 • STATE OF THE WORLD

Today Gen Z leads through a love of curated social retail
spaces as opportunities to post and share interesting
finds on Instagram. They are “all of the above” picking
and choosing as they go, making them harder to track. As
marketers, retailers and e-retailers expand customized offers,
a 360-degree approach means offering everything at once to
a generation used to it.
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MEGA-TREND 1.4

Being Human

As we move further into digital realms,
sharing expands beyond words into
dimensions of creative expression.
In our digital era, a remembrance of simpler times in nature
leads us to tactile experiences and a look at our crafted
heritage. We fold in times past and remember what matters
most – nature and humanity become important.
Modern generations seek experiences they can capture
and share together in real-time and online. These captures
express what it means to be human (ancestral queries), what
makes us human (cultural travels), on this amazing planet
today (nature travels).

Knowing Ourselves
During the pandemic we explored and highlighted our
personal struggles online which moved the mental health
needle forward. Stigmas were challenged, new fields opened
for us personally and professionally in the support and
understanding of an evolving self. We also expressed our
diversity growth, struggles and the deep need for immediate
change. We saw tremendous efforts to bring this to the
forefront. The smarter companies responded with authentic,
strategic inclusion and positive action.

CHAPTER 1 • STATE OF THE WORLD
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MEGA-TREND 1.5

Data Disruption

And then, a sudden data disruption.
The use and abuse of data has changed things, protection is
becoming more and more important. Here we see WeChat/
Tencent and Microsoft building data mountains and
underwater data centers to protect access to their company
data collections.

Scott Eklund/Red Box Pictures for Microsoft

Below: The Portland, Oregon based band The Dandy Warhols
posts a comment expressing the push pull of tech and social
media today.

“Internet giant Tencent Holdings
houses its enormous Guian Seven
Stars Data Center inside China’s
Guizhou province mountains.”
— Iris Deng

instagram.com/thedandywarhols
Photo Credit: Handout

CHAPTER 1 • STATE OF THE WORLD
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MEGA-TREND 1.6

Human +

An era of augmented intelligence.
Human + machine, versus robot alone.
As a result, interface is key.
Across the globe, startups and companies are developing
unique interfaces — the future of human to machine
interfaces, vital to future development.

FACIAL EXPRESSION

TONE

VOICE

Current
Interface
Developments
CHINA & US LEAD

VIBRATION

GLANCE

GESTURE

TOUCH

“Today’s employees are hampered by slow and
cumbersome interfaces and siloed information.
Companies need new ways to combine the positive
strengths of humans and machines into a cohesive
and useful partnership.”
— Igor Jablokov, Founder of Pryon Inc. Augmented Intelligence

“When asked what he is currently working on,
Futurist Aric Dromi said, ‘Ethics.’”
CHAPTER 1 • STATE OF THE WORLD

— Jody Turner
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MEGA-TREND 1.7

A New Visual-Verbal Culture
New ways of communicating emerge that
are symbolic, abbreviated, tactile, visual and
succinctly expressive.
Language has always been crucial in building influence,
culture, and brands. In a busy world, modern communications
are influential if they get straight to the point. They feel more
authentic due to their clarity, versus the hidden agenda of
sales lingo or the complication of banking/lawyerese. Strong,
appropriate symbols with vibrant colors cut through it all and
appeal to a world encumbered with “over-languagification.”
Emerging generational languages are evolving rapidly (see
Chapter 4, Chart 4.2).
The integral visual and verbal digital language that is a norm
for youth also stands as an interface gateway in our emerging
communications with machines. Machines or robots will not
be working for us but actually WITH us in accomplishing
and creating a new world. Human + Machine will require new
communications that will need to bring out the best of both
machine and human.

“We already text in succinct, visual symbols and
verbal packets, as unlikely as it seems, this new
language is a precursor to how we will communicate
with machines.”
— Jody Turner
CHAPTER 1 • STATE OF THE WORLD
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MEGA-TREND 1.8

Human Speak
“I love being treated like a marketing target rather
than a human being, said no one, ever.”
– Shama Hyder Forbes
One of the important trends we care a great deal about is
putting the ‘personal’ back in the branding conversation.
Image credit: store.andreagibson.com

Andrea Gibson says, “My pronoun has not yet been invented.”
Gender, race? We don’t know, but in t-shirt speak this is quite
powerful. Don’t fence them in, but there are a few things we
CAN do as a brand.
This is spoken as if from the voice of the younger generation:
• Really be involved in your own story so we want to be too
• Quality matters but filter every detail through valuable,
shared ideals
• Invent language shortcuts that work, like we do
• Show us, don’t tell us, speak in motion, emotion and
at times 3D
• Include art, music, spoken word that authentically supports
what you engage in and give full credit/payment for those
you utilize
• Be authentically diverse in message and meaning, give credit
versus co-opting as this will build you a broader community
• Most importantly, be human. People recognize “human” and
filter everything else out.

CHAPTER 1 • STATE OF THE WORLD
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CHAPTER SUMMARY

State of the World
A new language has emerged that is
unique to this era and stands as a step
toward human + machine interfacing.
ACTION STEPS:
Observe how mega-trends play
out in the world. For example:
Gillette’s “We Believe” video
took a stand on what it means
to be a man of value, which
resulted in both positive and
negative responses on social
media. In his public response,
Marc Pritchard of Proctor &
Gamble shared how consumer
insight research supported their
approach, and demonstrated
that the negative social media
responses were from a loud but
small group. It is rare that a
brand leader will share behind
the scenes research; in our
opinion, this may be a first.

CHAPTER 1 • STATE OF THE WORLD

For branding, design and manufacturing, paying attention to
the mega-trends we have shared here means you understand
the stressors we all live under. Brands that respond and speak
the language of the times within the context of these stress
points AND opportunities will find ways to make a difference
and matter in people’s lives.
Succinct, highly visual, verbal and symbolic communication
styles have emerged in this fast paced, crowd-driven world.
As unlikely as it may seem, this language is a precursor to
how we will communicate with machines going forward.
Capability robots, AI softwares, and machines such as 3D
printers will be working WITH us in designing a different
world that we will inhabit together.
In this future we will be interfacing with machines in ways
that empower us to actually build our own worlds. The sooner
we create a clear language connection between the common
machine and our needs to create, the sooner this future will
happen. We are talking about working with AI to engineer
and print our own products and concepts. This is the future
of our world, and it begins with language.
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CHAPTER 2

Charting New Mind and Models of Behavior
Based on our trends, we have developed visuals to
understand the new mind and models of behavior.

CHAPTER 2 • CHARTING NEW MIND AND MODELS OF BEHAVIOR
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CHART 2.1

A New Society

Moving from an industrial to a social society has changed behaviors
in work and culture. We are in a time of 360-degree reinvention.

Boomer

Gen X, Y, Z

LEFT-BRAIN, LINEAR,
INDUSTRIAL MODEL

RIGHT-BRAIN, INTEGRAL,
SOCIAL, VISUAL MODEL

Work hard to HAVE and
keep up with the Joneses, so
someday you can retire and
then DO what you love
Only then you can BE in the
world the way you wish to be
Delayed LEGACY approach

Have
Do
Be

CHAPTER 2 • CHARTING NEW MIND AND MODELS OF BEHAVIOR

Be
Do
Have

Open Social Model
BE who you are now,
DO what you believe in,
HAVE only what you define
as worthwhile
This is the “live your
LEGACY NOW” approach
“Brands have the opportunity
to converse on important
and salient issues today.
Youth really listen when the
conversation gets real.”
— Jody Turner

Original Be Do Have Paradigm Credit: Neale Donald Walsch. Updated by Jody Turner.
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CHART 2.2

A New Symbolic Mind

The way we imagine and talk about the
brain has changed from verbal, to visual,
to integral-integrative.

Cultural Behavioral Shift
VERBAL
Symbolically, we have been living in a left brain dominant,
linear reasoning era that equates with our industrial manufacturing society. This influences behavior systems in the
majority of the western world, from institutions to businesses.

Verbal

Visual

Integral
© CultureofFuture.com

CHAPTER 2 • CHARTING NEW MIND AND MODELS OF BEHAVIOR

VISUAL
The younger, visual generations or what society would
label as the creative right brain, are more open to new
societal behaviors including co-creation and letting the
silo walls down.
THE INTEGRAL-INTEGRATIVE FUTURE: DATA + STORY
With today’s vast crowd share knowledge, personal digital
empowerment, and 3D manufacturing tools, we begin to see
a future in which we utilize both sides of the brain in driving
new ways of working, living and creating. Balance becomes
more important as the world evolves into management of AI
production. It is essential to keep the human, diverse, creative
side involved in this process.

“In discussing the new mind, we use the words
integral (necessary) and integration (combining) to
capture it well.” — Jody Turner
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CHART 2.3

New Mind, New Behaviors

Old vs New - let the blended and integrated mind take the lead in society.
INTEGRATED MIND
Authority vs Emergence
Push vs Pull
Map vs Compass

PAST
Left Brain

Linear
Industrial

Theory vs Practice

Right brain

Individuality vs Diversity

Creative

Strength vs Resilience

Mechanical

NOW

Objects vs Systems

Crowd
Visual

The Integrated Mind is “always on.” It is agile
and holistic as it addresses globalization and
intersectionality. It knows the importance of
the changes happening in the world and the
importance of methods with longevity when
designing a “workable” future.
© CultureofFuture.com
CHAPTER 2 • CHARTING NEW MIND AND MODELS OF BEHAVIOR
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CHART 2.4

Mind, Culture, Behavior

Our culture has been built on mimicking industrial, linear
behaviors. And like the linear generations before, the visual
digital social world of today also influences our behaviors.
Tomorrow’s world will be more and more integral-integrative
as we expand our skills through AI engagements.

“In our work we pivot
between understanding and
creating from the consumer
perspective or from the
brand mission and value.
This is important since it is
a time of co-creation.”
— Jody Turner

Left Brain

Right Brain

Integral-Integrative

INDUSTRIAL BEHAVIORS

CREATIVE BEHAVIORS

VISUAL-VERBAL DIGITAL LANGUAGE EXPLOSION

Citing Facts

Showing Actions

Versatile Interface, Versatile Expressions

Motivational

Transformational

Impactful Engagement through Community

Checklists

Story

Visual-Verbal

The Masses

Creatively Diverse

Broader Input, Broader Output

Expires

Inspires

Ongoing

Product-based

Experiential

Collective Co-Creation

Hard Innovation

Soft Innovation

Hard Innovation with Soft Innovation

Feeds the Brain

Feeds the Soul

Feeds the Brain, Soul, Culture, Community

Top-Down

Interactive

Top-Down Driven, Crowd Interactive Driven
© CultureofFuture.com

CHAPTER 2 • CHARTING NEW MIND AND MODELS OF BEHAVIOR
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CHART 2.5

New World, New Ways to Engage

Passionately belonging to a new world requires fueling
revolutionary ways for people to engage, from aspirational
to inspirational.

Past

Current

Future-Leaning

ASPIRATIONAL, EXTERNAL

AUTHENTICITY, INTERNAL

HUMAN DESIGN, CO-CREATIVE

Delivery of product

Exploring connection

Messaging and service
through sense of imagined
identity and place that you
strive for but may not need

Transformative

Designing human experiences
that activate co-creation and
personal transformation,
building community on ideas
that matter.

Meaningful
Online & offline
High touch to high tech

“A cross-synthesis of
behaviors from the past and
today helps us understand
the potential future-leaning
behaviors of tomorrow.”

This includes “hacking” how
we work with machines,
enhancing our human,
creative self and abilities in
ways that matter most to us
and the society we are building.
© CultureofFuture.com

— Jody Turner
CHAPTER 2 • CHARTING NEW MIND AND MODELS OF BEHAVIOR
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CHAPTER SUMMARY

Charting New Mind and Models of Behavior
New behaviors are emerging and integral/
integration mind is key.
ACTION STEPS:
• Bring in the best, diverse
talent, be inspirational in how
you produce, and how you
communicate what you offer.
• Take steps to make your brand
or product more social and
shareable.
• Be conscious of the relevant
use of left-brain linear content
and right-brain creative
content for your audience
readership and participation.
• Consider how you can selfdisrupt. What parts of your
businesses are siloed and flat?
How can you enable people
through your brand platforms?

The old consumption models of the past
were linear, left-brain-driven, industrial
models. It was important to continually
aspire to wealth through the model of
ever bigger actions, homes, cars, in an
effort to “keep up with the Joneses.”
Today, the consumption model is
social, platform, and people-driven.
It is important to build products and
services that serve communities well.
Future and upcoming generations
are integral. They can embody leftbrain, big living, and also provide the
share that is important in the social
community worlds of today.
As this evolves, brands that provide
opportunities to experience both sides
of the brain and the integral will be
speaking the 360-degree language of
the future, niche to community.

CHAPTER 2 • CHARTING NEW MIND AND MODELS OF BEHAVIOR

“Famous insight platform
innovator Reinier Evers, founder
of London’s TrendWatching.com,
created one of the first information
platforms serving up rich global
insight and strategy. He started
by offering complimentary,
quality content, giving people an
opportunity to contribute and
share. It worked!
“At some point he offered a
premium version to this large user
group which became the financial
stability model for the company to
build upon. Today the model has
been repeated around the world.”
— Jody Turner on R einier Evers
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CHAPTER 3

Transformational Case Studies
A few ways people are upping the inspiration game –
revitalizing how we see, understand and engage.

CHAPTER 3 • TRANSFORMATIONAL CASE STUDIES
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CULTURAL ARTIST

Chen Man



WHAT — AND WHO — WILL DEFINE
BEAUTY IN THE YEAR 2050?

American and Chinese Millennials (balinghou, those born
after 1980s) are rocking the lucrative luxury fashion world
today, disrupting it greatly. Chinese visual artist Chen Man is
a vital part of that story.
CHEN MAN ON NEW CHINA AND FASHION LUXURY
“Not so long ago, Chinese people saw fashion as something
that came from the West. Afraid to make “mistakes,” they
looked to Europe and America to see which standards had
been set. But now, the Internet, technology and social media
have rendered the world flat. Fashion can be accessed from
anywhere, with styles from around the world cohabiting and
influencing one another. Go to a high-end Beijing department
store, for instance, and you’ll see shoppers holding Hermes
bags and wearing Chanel tops with Uggs — all while holding
a string of Buddhist prayer beads in their hands. Fusion is the
future of fashion.”
CHEN MAN ON THE FUTURE
“AI is a new species created by humankind. We give it
language and the ability to do certain things — just as we
do our own children. But, like a child, when AI has matured
enough, it will develop its own language and its own abilities.
We may bestow AI with creativity, but that doesn’t mean
it can’t be creative in its own right. Artificial thinking and
decision-making is rooted in the power and experience of
countless human minds, so it’s only logical that this will
result in better, bigger and more advanced brains than our
own. The possibilities of the future will far exceed anything
we attempt to envision today.”
CHAPTER 3 • TRANSFORMATIONAL CASE STUDIES

“This relationship between
technology and aesthetics is like
that of science and philosophy
— in an ideal world, the two
walk side by side.”
— Chen Man

Image Credits: Chen Man chenmaner.com
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ECOLOGICAL/MANUFACTURING

Javier Goyeneche Ecoalf
Ecoalf is designing new ways to
manufacture and reuse.
Javier Goyeneche, founder of Ecoalf sustainable fashion
brand, believes recycling is our biggest asset, helping us use
natural resources positively. Ecoalf is a high-end athleisure
fashion brand re-using ocean plastics. Fisherpeople collect
large amounts of plastic and gill nets while fishing, and
instead of throwing them back into the ocean they bring
them to the docks. Javier brings the collected plastics to local
manufacturing plants (Spain, Thailand, Taiwan) he refits to
produce high end fabrics for Ecoalf and other brands.
Ecoalf is recognized as one of the best companies FOR the
world while leading the industry in innovative reuse.
Ecoalf is a brand about everything that matters. Javier named
the brand after his son Alfredo; he is doing this hard work for
the next generation so they can experience an ocean of health
and wellbeing. Javier has been highly innovative in how he
approaches fisherpeople, giving them new work, and in how
he retrofits manufacturing plants to reuse gill nets, rubber
tires and ocean plastics. Javier shows it can be done, AND he
is building a non-profit to directly help the oceans and help
others do this too.
For more information on Ecoalf visit: ecoalf.com

CHAPTER 3 • TRANSFORMATIONAL CASE STUDIES
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CO-CREATIVE MANUFACTURING & DESIGN

Uniti Earth

What if Gen Y and Z designed a product
and service their way, outside of our
system norms? This is what it would
look like, and this is the biggest future
trend going forward.
The Uniti Earth team started from scratch, literally, and
did everything outside of commercial norms to design and
produce their electric car. Through crowd funding alone, VR
experiential crowd sourced design, 3D printing, a start to
finish episodic social media series, and skipping the showroom floor with truck door-to-door delivery, Uniti Earth
was Gen Y and Z design perfect. For more information
visit: uniti.earth/stories/
The biggest trend? Not waiting for permission from a
corporation to make what people truly want or do what needs
to be done to bring a healthier world. This is the startup
mentality spreading throughout our world today, a world soon
to be run by the generation that built this car.

“A fast car means nothing if our world is filled with
choking, global gridlock.”
— Bill Ford

CHAPTER 3 • TRANSFORMATIONAL CASE STUDIES
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INFLUENTIAL THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

Kevin Carroll

When we say bring in the diverse and
brilliant experts to evolve your company
and brand, this is exactly what we mean.
Kevin Carroll has worked with a number of top brands and
foundations as their Catalyst for new ideas and strategies for
change. We know Kevin well and have worked with him, amazed
at his consistent output. He continues to influence in the most
amazing ways.
In a current example his “Creative-in-Residence” role with “On
Board Experiential” agency is featured in their post-pandemic blog.



TEDX HARLEM

“As the world opened up once again we brought in Kevin
Carroll as Creative-in-Residence, tasked with driving the
new creativity across our accounts, including Nike and
Facebook. According to Carroll, he considers creatives
and marketing professionals “athletes,” and his mission
as “thinker in residence” is to help our athletes score in
diverse ways for our company and clients.”
–CEO Dan Hirsh
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CHAPTER SUMMARY

Transformational Case Studies
To provide 360-degree transformational design for you,
your teams and your clientele, bring in the experts.
ACTION STEPS:
• Look at your brand through
the lens of your mission
statement or values.
• Make sure your products,
services, and brand
positioning accurately reflect
what you stand for.
• Ideate from this insight
material to create
mission-driven future
products, manufacturing,
services, and branding.

CHAPTER 3 • TRANSFORMATIONAL CASE STUDIES

In our work today as insight providers
we often help clients understand
their true brand mission and how to
drive that inspirational conversation
forward. We quickly pivot to help
them understand the consumer’s
point of view as well. 360-degree
transformational design immerses
your clientele in your vision and gives
them an opportunity to become what
you are, believe in, and offer. We have
reviewed a few case studies on global
associates of ours that exemplify this
type of engagement:
1. Chen Man works as if the future
has already arrived – intersecting
cultural understanding with digital
tools. As a Millennial woman in
China who is at the top of her game,
she intelligently mixes ancient
and modern symbology, creative
art and modern technology, and
life philosophies with her ideas of
future science.

2. Javier Goyeneche’s plastic reuse
Ecoalf fashions and innovative remanufacturing, in Madrid, Berlin,
Thailand, and Taiwan addresses a
major, heart-wrenching problem
in our world in a compelling and
creative way.
3. Uniti Earth from Sweden, a Gen Y
startup upending the auto design
and manufacturing process, is
designed as Gen Y would: Virtually
as an online game, digitally with
community power and input, with
sustainable practices extraordinaire.
4. Kevin Carroll represents today’s
innovative business and brand
approach in using the powers of
inspirational influence in creative,
design and business industries.
Each company utilized their core
mission statement and purpose in
driving forward compelling product,
service and branding offers.
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CHAPTER 4

Generational Tracking
by Jody Turner

Today generations behave
less as demographics, and
more as psychographics.
Some believe generational divisions no longer exist, that it is
a cross-demographic time, and it is. However, generational
divisions are simply capturing group experience in order
to understand “generally” what is driving certain aspects
of culture. Local ethnographic studies that look deeply into
specifics of how people live and use products and services
inform design choices in detail.
Gen Y, Gen Z, and Gen Alpha, in general, differ from previous
generations as they are sibling Gens. These Gens integrate
behaviors, picking and choosing the best of what has gone
before. We share here what has gone before that leads to the
current behaviors influencing society today.
Utilize the charts on the following pages in building an
understanding of important generational influences, and as
a reminder of what to consider in developing new products,
services, experiences, and innovations.

CHAPTER 4 • GENERATIONAL TRACKING
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Tracking Our Way Forward
through the Generation Lens

Baby Boomers created an intense consumption model that
influenced a world. This was broken by Gen X, who began
the lifestyle trend of “unique and tribal” identity building
through niche, design-driven, limited edition, “object of
desire” purchases.
Gen X rebelled against the big box consumption models
and took product love down in size to the highly designed,
limited edition, and customized realms. This led to an
entrepreneurial start-up spirit, the empowerment of smaller,
customized brands, and to consumer empowerment through
the Internet and social media.

“Design thinking encourages organizations to
focus on the people they’re creating for...The core of
design thinking is knowing the questions to ask in
building new ways to look at problems.”
– IDEO

“Consideration of all relevant data in the initial
phases allows creative agencies to understand not
just who the customer is but what drives emotions
and behaviors.”

Identity is still being built through object, but Gen X and Y
took the interaction beyond the action of purchase into crowd
culture engagement and “make”. Youth began to search for
the most interesting designs, materials and design processes
throughout the world. They began designing their own
products through customized choices and the InstagramPinterest-Etsy culture. Design schools began to thrive and
companies began to grow and learn about design thinking
and the power of innovation.

The Boomer Generation rebellion was co-opted by
advertising, and the Gen X and Y design/crowd-thinking
culture was co-opted by design thinking.

Empathy for the audience leading to innovative solutions
in the commercial marketplace began to include social
innovation and problem solving design for global conditions.

But design thinking gave us social innovation and a way
to educate the corporate world in human design. And it is
changing from here.

CHAPTER 4 • GENERATIONAL TRACKING

– Mimi Lettunich, President of Twenty Four 7
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CHART 4.1

Generational Flow to the Future

Baby Boomers

Gen X

BORN 1945-65
Big Statement Generation, brands as power badge.

BORN 1965-80
Anti-brand brands, craft/design economy.

REBELLIOUS CULTURE
Big Living, My Way. The rebellious Boomer was co-opted by
advertising and fed the story of consumption in ever bigger
and better ways. They did it up big — big government, big box
living. As they retire and downsize they look at the good life
in new ways. There are many innovative ways Boomers are
giving back to the world big and now small.

CREATIVE CULTURE
Breaking from the ever bigger consumption models of the
Boomer culture, Gen X rebelled, brought in the intimate,
niche, limited edition, secret, “in” design culture that exploded
into mass influence, niche design, limited-edition culture
that stands as a mass influencer to this day. Visual design
appreciation stepped to the forefront, and hip hop, graphics,
industrial design and Internet careers began to flourish.

ADVERTISING
First Gen co-opted by advertising, the start of ‘cool’ and
advertising consumer influencing world markets. Today
Boomers are reinventing through the lens of Gen Y and Z in
which advertising has less power. Bigger brands hold sway
to this day, but a focus on smaller lifestyle choices enters the
behavior culture of Boomers.

DESIGN
This Gen rebelled against the previous power Gen by going
small and niche. The focus on customized design suits this
Gen’s small population and influences outward, pushing
design thinking and innovation.
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Chart © CultureofFuture.com

Note: Generational breakdown year ranges vary by researcher.
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“Millennials are
projected to number
73 million, overtaking
Baby Boomers as the
largest living adult
generation.”

Gen Y

– Pew R esearch R eport on
Millennials

Gen Z

Chart © CultureofFuture.com

BORN 1980-95
Creative journalist, crowdshare economy.

BORN 1995-2010
Digital native, future reinvention economy.

MILLENNIAL MAKER CULTURE
Rebelling against the preciousness of niche, Gen Y exploded
the mass make and share culture. Digital tools, social digital
tools, and how-to YouTube videos made this the “makey-ist”
generation. Suddenly everything is hand crafted, cooked, and
shared. Social media and the digital tools of self publishing
build a generation of skillful communicators, digital
journalists and makers.

HACKER + MAKERS
Influenced by their elder siblings, this gen has the maker
skills but is also dubbed the first digital native gen who uses
all the amazing tools available to them with great ease.

DIGITAL
Rebels against the exclusive preciousness of design culture,
opens up to communal digital connection AND high touch
craft inventiveness.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
This is a younger sibling Gen who integrates what is learned
from all the above. They are more inclusive of community
behaviors and more protective, using multiple online
identities for safety. Gen Z is highly agile, nimble, and open
to creating new digital possibilities with peers, skipping
companies altogether.
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There is no separation between the digital and make worlds,
thus digital craft and the seamless blend of art, make, and
code define this generation as having unique integral powers.
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Gen Alpha
BORN 2010The next gen: into the Human+ era of augmented intelligence.
HACKER + MAKER + MICRO-MANUFACTURER
Digital tools and AI become more refined and easier to use.
This supports our meta personal abilities, control of our work
environment, and personal product development.

“The future will be an amazing blend of technology
+ human ability. Hacking will not be called out but
will be a norm. Flexible technology will give humans
and machines new ways to work together, creating
an ever changing, faster future.”
— Jody Turner

Within our own homes we will be able to access materials,
produce product and recycle through home or community 3D
printing and local support companies. Accessing engineering
plans and understanding them will be easy for this gen with
24/7 integrated education and chatbot support.
The ideas of work, neighbors, design, crafting and
manufacturing will change radically as we begin to use new
tools of micro-creation and micro-manufacturing.
Design firms and education institutions will need to shift
as the future of education, work and innovation becomes
Gen Alpha led. This Gen will broadly share AI “recipes” that
enable them to print, build and manufacture innovations
quickly as individuals and as crowd collectives.
DIGITAL
Generation Alpha as some call them, will extend human +
machine/science cooperation, challenging societal norms by
amplifying the abilities of all. Hacking will not be called out,
but will be a norm as innovation tools become personalized
and crowd-driven. This generation will change manufacturing
realities and how we live online as they build our insight and
relationship with the metaverse.
CHAPTER 4 • GENERATIONAL TRACKING
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Gen Alpha
PROBABLE FUTURE TECHNOLOGIES

Potential tech from 2025, to 2030, to
2050 for the smart home of the future.
Objects as screens
Crowdsourced micro economy
AI cooking, storage shelves, plates
AI multipurpose walls, shelving, furniture
Chip embedded living
Micro manufacturing: 3D printing, AI design
Multipurpose fabrics
Commerce lifestyle integration
Nano holography
Telepresence commuting
Smart home as industry
Autonomous AI assistance everywhere
Embedded security network
AI cleaning, stocking
AI/VR shopping
DNA security, DNA designing
In home reuse systems
Personal AI beauty/fashion center
Wellness Bathrooms
AI, AR, VR mobile media mix and entertainment hub
Gestural, sound, facial interface as a norm
CHAPTER 4 • GENERATIONAL TRACKING
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CHART 4.2

Understanding Generational Differences
 GENERATION
 WHERE WERE YOU WHEN...
 CHARACTERISTICS
 MARKETPLACE FOCUS
 WORK
 TIME & FAMILY
 MEDIA
 MUSIC FOR YOUR CRUSH
 CULTURE
 PUSHING INFLUENCE
 HOME
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Boomer (1945-1965)

Gen X (1965-1980)

JFK, Vietnam, Cold War

Fall of Berlin Wall

Me Gen, Verbal, Left Brain, Defines it

We Gen, All About Design,
Right Brain, Discovers it

More, Bigger, Better; Big Box Malls

One-Off Designs,
Limited Edition, Popup

9-5 Job

Freelancer

One parent working, nuclear family

Two parent working family,
later in life family

B&W, Color TV, VCR

World Wide Web

Mix-a-Tape, Walkman, Boom Box

Create a CD, iPod, laptop

Think Small, VW Bug

I Want My MTV

Cool Culture Advertising

No Label Generation

McMansions

Tiny Homes
© CultureofFuture.com
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CHART 4.2

Understanding Generational Differences
 GENERATION
 WHERE WERE YOU WHEN...
 CHARACTERISTICS
 MARKETPLACE FOCUS
 WORK
 TIME & FAMILY
 MEDIA
 MUSIC FOR YOUR CRUSH
 CULTURE
 PUSHING INFLUENCE
 HOME
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Gen Y (1980-1995)

Gen Z (1995-2010)

9-11, Terrorism, PANDEMIC

Diversity, Immigration, PANDEMIC

Us Gen, Documentarians, Right Brain,
Shares it

All of the Above Gen, Entrepreneurs,
Left + Right Brain, Redefines it

Social Sharing, Online Shopping

Social Shopping

Internship/Startup

Social Sellers

Leaving Home Later,
Open Relationship

Doing Everything Later, Ambiguous

Netflix/Streaming/YouTube Gen

TikTok Gen

Curate a Playlist, Tablet, Spotify

Text a link, share earbud,
mobile, make your own and text it

There’s An App For That

GTS (Gifs, Emojis)

Crowdshare Generation

Autonomous Generation

Share/Rent/Condos

Never Leave Home

© CultureofFuture.com
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CHART 4.2

Understanding Generational Differences
 GENERATION
 WHERE WERE YOU WHEN...
 CHARACTERISTICS
 MARKETPLACE FOCUS

Gen Alpha (2010-)
Global Warming Scarcities/Toxins
The Clean Up Gen, Empowered Community,
Entrepreneur, Augmented Self/Brain, Reinvents It
Smart Home, Community Economy, AI Home
Product Engineering, Meta Evolutions

 WORK

Communities Co-Creating, Future of Work

 TIME & FAMILY

Multi-Family Configurations, People Living
Longer, Living Collectively

 MEDIA
 MUSIC FOR YOUR CRUSH
 CULTURE
 PUSHING INFLUENCE
 HOME
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Everything is Media, Use It All
Haptic Sends, Multi-Sensory Tech,
New Interface Experiences
Self Defined
AI/Meta Explosion and Pliable Digital
Smart Home Norms
© CultureofFuture.com

HOW TO USE THIS CHART
Intersect brands and
products with this listing to
see how they were viewed
then, now, and will be
viewed in the future through
the eyes of each generation.
Consider the impact group
culture has upon us.
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CHAPTER SUMMARY

Generational Tracking
Generational understanding simply gives us a
context to place the changes we experience today
and see coming for tomorrow.
ACTION STEPS:
• Look at your brand and
analyze how each generation
engages with your product,
services and branding.
• Projecting into the future,
visualize your brand through
the eyes of each generation.
• Look at the probable future
tech chart on page 35.
Now imagine your product
and how it might fit into
and serve the future from
this perspective. Will your
product evolve or are there
disruptive potentials your
teams can think of?
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Generational tracking allows us to
understand the impact the Boomer
era had on consumption, how Gen X
has shifted us to the design thinking
culture of today, and how Gen Y is
changing everything through platform
or crowd power.

“Each generation pays it forward,
whether it is positive or negative.
Once you understand this, you
pay attention to what you are
signing up for.”
— Jody Turner

Gen Z and Alpha are the future. They
are already creating and building in
digital, platform, and crowd-driven new
ways, combining everything they have
learned from generations before them.
This is their gift.
Brands that give them opportunities to
hack and make their lives work better
today are beloved and shared broadly. A
few current examples include GitHub,
IKEA, and Raspberry Pi.
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CHAPTER 5

Trends for a New Visual Culture and Language
Seven micro-trends for a new generation of
product, services, and experiences, including
human + machine engagement.

5.1 SUCCINCT VIDEO
KNOWLEDGE

5.5 ABBREVIATED
SYMBOLIC
ARTICULATION

5.2 PHOTO
STATEMENTS

5.6 BROAD
PERMISSIVE
COLOR
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5.3 INNOVATIVE
FAUX-MOTION

5.4 CRAFT + TECH
BUILDING
COMPELLING
EFFECTS

5.7 TO THE POINT

“Out of the seven visual
trends shared (there are
more), simply applying
three will update
your brand, offer, and
innovation direction,
and will set you on a
strong future path.”
— Jody Turner

© CultureofFuture.com
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Welcome to the New Visual Culture
Shifting behaviors create new language
styles. This circular conversation informs and
evolves the culture of today and tomorrow.
“A massive bombardment of visual content leads us
to seek succinct, abbreviated and powerful symbols
that we recognize and can align with immediately.”
— Jody Turner

HOW DEEP DOES IT GO?
Massive bombardment of visual content leads us to seek
succinct, abbreviated and powerful symbols that we recognize
and can align with immediately.

The next several trends capture the current and influential
communication trends of today. We begin there and dig
deeper into how this language is only the tip of the iceberg.

We have permission then to mix and express with a
heightened sense of stand-out color, statement and symbolism.
Standing out in a cluttered environment is about tech skill,
fresh expressions and succinct embedded language.

As we become ever more tech driven, human craft and art
explodes in parallel. This mix is important in our modern
world and is why influential companies such as Nike and
Adidas use “digital craft” and “future craft” as terminology
and strategy.

Through our visual society we are integrating a great deal
of content, creating a cut and paste world. Synthesizing
disparate parts is natural for youth who were raised and live
in a world filled with massive amounts of information. Hybrid
intelligence is today’s norm, understanding this is base one in
communicating today.
The following pages share the current and future-leaning
visual communication trends.

CHAPTER 5 • TRENDS FOR A NEW VISUAL CULTURE AND LANGUAGE
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MICRO-TREND 5.1

Succinct Video
Knowledge

In a time of digital tech transformation,
the journaling generations capture and
share two things broadly:
1. old world experiences going by the wayside and
2. new world ways of doing and creating, expanding tech
capabilities beyond our daily use.
Daily shares are filled with always-on-the-go clipped
stories, and always-on-the-move succinct captures. Two key
components emerge – (1) brands that provide opportunities
to engage in ongoing life experiences online and offline build
a relationship Gens are likely to share, and (2) brands that
continually share creative ideas around new ways of using
products and brands (yours and others’) engage customers
in a “living” conversation versus a “canned,” sales-focused,
advertising one. Both require spot-on social teams that
are content ideators, who respond with intelligence and
contribution.
I like to think of this as talent in and talent out: hire internal
talent who behave as influencers, while external influencers
can be your best sales force. I mean this positively. Treat
them as such. Consumers look for inspiration and are not
judgmental as to where it comes from. Think TikTok and the
plethora of short format posts - perfect for our attention span.
CHAPTER 5 • TRENDS FOR A NEW VISUAL CULTURE AND LANGUAGE
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MICRO-TREND 5.2

Photo Statements

Youth are life journalists, keeping
it fresh with attitudinal nowism
and knowism.
The static photo as opposed to the quick video clip still has
a strong place in society today. It is evolving from the selfie
norm into making a political, artistic, life statement and
commentary that we each hope has an impact, perhaps
influencing for future betterment.
Static photo commentary is so influential in design today,
restaurants are stepping it up to the visually compelling,
instagrammable moment, building in photo ops with
statements on life today.
Multiple brand apps help these journalists take selfies and
capture cheeky commentary about life as they emotionally
experience it.
Lastly, the power of the face. Photos of the face rule today –
expressing the subtle and not so subtle angst of the times,
countering all of the photos taken in times past in which we
were over-smiling, overdoing it, and compensating for what
wasn’t working. Young selfies today can showcase the fake
smiles of IG perfection, but often include a majority of ‘real’
faces...made to show it’s not happy, happy all the time.

CHAPTER 5 • TRENDS FOR A NEW VISUAL CULTURE AND LANGUAGE
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MICRO-TREND 5.3

Innovative Faux-Motion
Bring a feeling of moving, travel, getting
somewhere. Having an experience, even
if we are standing still in a pandemic.
Airbnb, Uber, Lyft, Nike, Adidas and other mobility and
movement-related brands run on the platform of people
who thrive in knowing and capturing a changing world,
a changing self, a changing relationship with product
and brand experience. Nothing stands still, even during
a pandemic
The feeling of going somewhere is dominant. FOMO (fear of
missing out) leads people today to feel as if they are never
quite standing still, as they seek out newer experiences to
engage in or visit through the social media eyes of others. A
stationary photo that has indications of motion in it captures
this perfectly. We feel inspired to imagine what is next in a
world of so much possibility and wonder.

“Now that the world has opened up once more,
experiential travel is more important than ever.
People are exploring the faces and places they
have missed and only seen via video platforms
for several years.”
— Jody Turner

NEW VISUAL
CHAPTER
5 • TRENDS
CULTURE
FOR
AND
A NEW
LANGUAGE
VISUAL CULTURE AND LANGUAGE
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MICRO-TREND 5.4

Craft + Tech Building
Compelling Effects

How to make the latest and greatest
for everyone to see, learn from, create
themselves, or understand how it is a
contribution to the future.
Digital craft is a vital concept in understanding how the
future will work. The fact that we have revisited the MAKER
CULTURE prior to the AI Human+ immersion has taught us a
great deal. We see how important it is as a human to MAKE.
Making and manufacturing is changing due to the increase
in “see now, buy now” behaviors and “direct-to-consumer”
practices. Digital fast with a creative soul becomes important.
Luke Vibert is a known European electronic artist who
collaborated with Emcee BluRum13, a NY hip hop artist living
and working in Europe and Tanzania. BluRum13 creates
his albums in the studio, MAKING music in what is now
considered a traditional way. Vibert has created all his ’00s
albums alone, with his electronic expertise singularly. 2017
and his collaboration with BuRum13 was the first time he
recorded inside a studio. This mix is the dynamic new norm.
This represents how we are in an “all of the above” time.
Craft, digital, creativity, brand...creating non-linear times.
Brands today are expected to visually represent this creative,
dynamic mix.
CHAPTER 5 • TRENDS FOR A NEW VISUAL CULTURE AND LANGUAGE
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MICRO-TREND 5.5

Abbreviated
Symbolic Articulation
Graphic “fast meaning” symbolic
language must be found equally on
the street and in corporations to
be relevant.

Why are symbols so important today? We are texting them,
and we are busy. So busy, so many words, so little time. But
beyond this we are seeking symbols that may also represent
our beliefs. Without screaming it to the world.
A symbol is powerful and can be put on the brick wall, on the
street, on a t-shirt, or on an arm as a tattoo. Why do we leave
the rule of symbols to brands alone?
Youth are claiming the symbol once again, enjoying the
graphic play in communications. Design is enjoying the
throwback to eras in which symbols and shapes held design
power... mid-century modern to the 60s.

“Symbols are the quickest way to say something
without spending time to articulate a deeper
meaning...Apple knows this as they release more
emoticons over time, representing more and more
what our culture is today.”
— Jody Turner
CHAPTER 5 • TRENDS FOR A NEW VISUAL CULTURE AND LANGUAGE
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MICRO-TREND 5.6

Broad Permissive Color
Unique colors represent the
intergenerational futures we are moving
into. A mix of old and new.

Innovative product design and color trends are big-money
industries that have changed radically, opening the field for
everyone. Product innovation can originate from a company, a
startup, a crowdsourced funding campaign, or a crowdsourced
competition. Color from a trending house can originate
from the graffiti on the street, or from your own creative
sensibilities shared on Instagram. We are that empowered.
Color houses may provide industry with the base plate and
create a cultural color language for us to play within, but
really it is up to us to mix and choose.
I believe color has a cultural and emotional meaning. I wear
black and see it more often when society needs an emotional
cleansing. White helps us begin to purify. Strong blocks of
color and geometric shapes express emotionality. This is also
a cross-generational time of free-form in which we cross-mix
colors, patterns, design styles and heritage eras not normally
seen together. The paradigms are opening up. As crazy as
the mix may appear, know that it is highly designed and
considered.
Be an artist through the palette of the brand you may work
for, through your own digital and material tools, mix and
share at will. Whether you are inside or outside of the brand,
help your teams to play with your brand as a visual product,
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service and communications palette. Give your end users
access to do this also.
Mix and share those images, share your color combos, share
your shape and material choices broadly. Pinterest, Etsy,
Instagram, TikTok, Unsplash...go for it. People are watching,
and you are influencing.

“Many times colors emerge in balance to what is
happening in the world around us. It is amazing to
track and gives us a perspective on the world.”
— Louise K larsten of Colourhouse.se
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MICRO-TREND 5.7

To the Point

Society today needs high quality,
authentic communications that address
the ideals of the end user clearly and
honestly. This is what cuts through our
noisy world today.
This harkens back to the trend “Human Speak” (page 13).
Today we seek honest communications that are simple,
nuanced and clearly express meaning and value.
Why? So much of our advertising and branding world has
been built upon a “sales force” approach – sales that force
you to listen, pay attention and “buy, buy, buy” again and
again. This brand-speak can be complex and layered, at times
confusing. As confusing as a bank’s new credit card or loan
application; purposefully encumbered.
Communicating with clear, to-the-point messaging means
you have nothing to hide. It takes work to edit down to
authentic, quality content which conveys values that the
demographic will truly resonate with. Youth are natural
experts in communicating in this way. Now you need to be
one, too.
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“This trend is one of the most important ones,
since Gen Y and Z drive the prevailing style of
authentic communication. It’s about being direct
and understandable, not layered in confusion.”
— Jody Turner
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CHAPTER SUMMARY

Trends for a New Visual
Culture and Language
Younger generations already know
how to work well together. Brands that
communicate in their language succeed.
ACTION STEPS:
• Consider what each microtrend would mean for your
brand, product, or service.
• Are you about energetic
motion? Facial and photo
expression? Implement the
2-3 trends that integrate
best with your current
brand identity. You are on
your way to relevancy.

Theirs is a language that builds the crowd culture quickly and
consistently through fast verbal and visual style that is clear
and authentic. They have things to do and places to go as they
build the future together.
As we have said, this visual and symbolic language changes
regularly but is growing ever more succinct. We believe it is
because of the interface between youth and machine. Their
future will be a mix of AI engagement, and they are more
than ready for it. The language we speak today is a precursor
to the human and machine language of the future.
What can brands do? Some may feel this language is
inappropriate to their approach. We suggest you start by using
one of the seven trends of visual/verbal communication. Then
try using two, and you will be engaging the youth audience
of today. Three or more or even all seven of the visual trends
means you are in sync and ready for modern communication
evolutions. This is only the beginning.

CHAPTER 5 • TRENDS FOR A NEW VISUAL CULTURE AND LANGUAGE
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CHAPTER 6

Engaging Effectively
with a New Culture
Gen Y and Z together
are the latest, largest and
greatest influencers on
family and marketplace
purchases.
Oh and yes, and by the by, they are the
future of our world.

22% of Gen Y & Z survey
participants say “the ability to
have a say in how or even what
products are made, is a driver of
loyalty to a brand.”
— MakerSights State of Technology R eport
CHAPTER 6 • ENGAGING EFFECTIVELY WITH A NEW CULTURE
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Gen Z is Our Future

Gen Z outnumbers their older sibling Gen Y, comprising an
expected 32% of the global population. Most will work jobs
not yet created, with education systems not yet updated.
Luckily, as digital natives they will be hacking our world to
build their own version of the future.
WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE A DIGITAL NATIVE?
They comfortably design a digital world daily that supports
and fuels them, including everything from simple laughs
to lifelong change. More than any generation before them,
because of what they are witnessing on the planet today, they
understand how the choices we make have a great impact
on tomorrow.
WHY IS SUCH A YOUNG GENERATION SO IMPORTANT?
Because they are the future consumer, many focus on Gen
Z. They are predicted to surpass Boomers in population and
buying power. As digital natives, Gen Z’s older sibling Gen
Y, Gen X parents, and Boomer grandparents rely on Gen Z
purchasing behaviors as they quickly and effortlessly find the
highest reviewed products at the best prices. This in a way
gives them control of the family purchasing power. Not that
they care about “the deal.” They are being raised in the posteconomic crash of the ‘00s.
The majority of Gen Z owns a mobile phone and believes 13
(or earlier) is the age they deserve it. Make sure you put the
computer, tablet or gaming center in a family public space so
Gen Z has some opportunity to interact with you.
CHAPTER 6 • ENGAGING EFFECTIVELY WITH A NEW CULTURE
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IS CONSUMPTION WHY THEY MATTER?

Are we really only interested in them
because of their buying acumen and
power?
Consider how they block ads out virtually and emotionally.
That the common practice of photoshopping people in ads
is their enemy. What about the fact that we are leaving them
with a whole heap of problems that we created and somewhat
designed inadvertently?
Gen Z’s native abilities are going to evolve and grow into
something we can’t yet imagine. Now that’s interesting. Yes,
imagine the challenges, issues and uncertainties they will
face; then try to imagine the solutions they will come up
with in solving their future experience. Imagine the virtual
realities they will design and live in, the AR, the robotics, the
VR, the Internet of Things, the Metaverse they will live in.
Imagine what will be normal to them.

“Personally and professionally, I hold believing eyes for
this generation, as they face things we never have.”
– Jody Turner
ARE THEY DIGITALLY ADDICTED?
Technology and interface is becoming seamless; it will not
be viewed as an addiction but rather a norm. With this
comes another layer of somewhat frightening considerations
such as embedded technologies and true human + machine
augmented intelligence.

WE COMPARE GEN Z TO MILLENNIALS, YOUNGER TO OLDER
SIBLING, AND LEARN A GREAT DEAL DOING SO
If you compare Gen Z to Millennials you will hear many
things such as:
•

Gen Z processes information faster due to their easy use
of social media, making them less focused, and easily
bored by us (think of the move toward 6 second Super
Bowl commercials).

•

Millennials were raised in the recession. Coupons and
pricing are important. Gen Z lives within a strong,
recovering economy.

•

Millennials click on more ads, while Gen Z blocks all ads.

•

Gen Z knows the value of independence. They live in a
digital world we have no access to such as dark social
(simply private social, not the dark web), private forums
and private groups.

•

Gen Z is more driven than Gen Y.
They start work earlier, and work hard at influencing and
defining work as they go.

•

Gen Z is not college driven because they believe we will
only teach them about a world that no longer pertains to
them. They are pragmatic, realists.

•

They are truly global. In western countries they are the
most immigrant and ethnically-mixed generation ever.

“Gen Z owns the future. They will be living in to it and
influencing it as they go” – Jody Turner
Statistics Credit: Harriet Riley
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CHART 6.1

Comparing Sibling Generations
Gen Y (Millennial)
TEXT/SYMBOL DRIVEN
Digital immigrant, screen oriented
Journalistic, shares life broadly
Technology is entertainment
Now-obsessed
Internship focused to build career
Selfie photos, “look at me”
Share and share again
See me, hear me
Loves labeling to create change (trans, cis)
Optimistic
Blending races
Seeking to be seen/discovered
Paycheck + purpose
Crowdsource inventors/users
Seeking experiences/feedback (FOMO)
Committed lifelong learner
Strength development
Collaborative mentality
Job as life
Gender active
Wants change
Political thought/activism
Text/symbol driven communicators
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Gen Z
IMAGE/SENSORY DRIVEN
Digital native, connection oriented
Will share knowledge broadly not personal life
Technology is access to change
New and future focused
Paid internship focused to receive coaching/mentorship
Selfie photos expressing unique self
Shares within smaller, private groups
Pragmatic, humble
No labels, no need
Realistic
Blended race
More mature, working for success
Security & survival, then purpose
Crowdsourced, looking beyond
Seeking coaches and development
Naturally always learning
Tools to improve
Competitive for merit
Self advancement
Gender blended
Actively engaging in future change
Impatient activists
Image-driven activists

© CultureofFuture.com
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The “Betweener” Generations
There are agreed upon gen breakdowns,
but what researchers don’t usually talk
about is the influencer found right at
the border of two generations.
The betweeners see the world with a broader scope, watch,
record, acknowledge, understand and function from a
different point of view than most. We can each be betweeners
in generations, cultures, genders, races and more. These
are the eye openers in our world, the citizens rich with
experiences and perspectives to share beyond the norm.
BETWEENER BEHAVIORS
A simple example is how Johnny Depp seems Gen X but
really is on the borderline into Boomerhood at 52. His
“anti”-attitude is decidedly Gen X. Being between two
creates outsider influencers who stand on the sidelines and
understand or can influence a larger swath of the population.
But Gen Z is a generation of betweeners around the clock, due
to their hybrid attitudes about gender, race and culture. Gen Z
is its own world of “betweeners” and “firsts.”
CULTURAL BETWEENERS
Everything Gen Z experiences is quite new to our world —
the technology, the media communications, the globalized
mix, the globalized reach. If you are raised in two or
more cultures, your eye scans a wider landscape and your
understanding of communication is broader. You have a
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“Being from one place, living in another, being of one
culture but identifying with another; these are the
people we want to work with as they make sense of
multiple points of view. Being a sense-maker is how
we survive in society today, but also in business.”
— Jody Turner
tendency to include and understand those that are different
than you because you may have had to silently watch how
your new country or community works until you understood
how to fit in. Gen Z is a natural adapter and adopter looking
to build a new world, a new way.
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Holding Believing Eyes
for Future Generations
Our role with Gen Z is to hold believing
eyes for the future.
Gen Z has so much going for it and so much they are up
against. The positives are how ethnically mixed they are, how
tolerant this makes them of what is undefined or in between.
They are natural integration experts, they are inclusive and
focus on synthesizing opposites. They are driven to make
reality happen in a way that better suits their vision of the
world. At every step, we must find an authentic way to bolster
Gen Z’s natural optimism, courage and passion for a fair life
by encouraging, supporting, fostering.
Let’s be real. Why do you need us, why do they need us?
They’ve evolved to communicate through visuals. They aren’t
tied down to written words like previous generations who
learned how to write cursive and letter writing in school.
They’ve learned that words are less trustworthy. Rather, gifs,
emojis, abbreviations, and visuals are normal modes
of communication.
For instance, take the Internet slang abbreviation TLDR
which means “too long didn’t read.” It frequently appears in
discussion forums as a shorthand response to previous posts
that are deemed unnecessarily long and extensive. It’s about
putting a limit on a story to get the point across. That’s what
they are looking for from those communicating with them.
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“Gen Z has so much going for them, and so many
challenges coming up. As brands and brand leaders,
let’s support them as best we can.”
— Jody Turner
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CHAPTER SUMMARY

Engaging Effectively with a New Culture
Due to the quick rate of change in our world,
Generation Y and Z are the first generations that
are not truly generational — they are siblings.
ACTION STEPS:
• Hire a young translator who
understands the shifts that
are happening.
• Allow them to educate you
so that you know what is
going on with the younger
generations.
• Don’t let political
correctness prevent you
from doing good. Sometimes
it does and it shouldn’t.
• Bring us in to translate in a
way that benefits all.
It is tricky!

With only a few years between them, Gen Y and Z digital and
attitudinal differences are many, for instance:
• Gen Y labels gender shifts (trans, cis) to create awareness,
activation and behavior evolution through new language.
• Gen Z feels no need to stimulate change other than
through “being” what you talk about. They are already
comfortably gender blended and aware.
The subtle and not so subtle differences require ethnographic
insight as we engage with stakeholders in the authentic, local
and global shifts happening.

“Gen Z is the future and will be living in it. They own
it, we don’t.” — Jody Turner
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CHAPTER 7

Gen Z Deep Dive
Learning how to work with Gen Z
through communication essentials.
by Digital Strategist Harriet Riley
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A Generation with Gumption,
Get Up & Go
Being a teenager today means having
to emotionally commit to a view of the
future and practice it every day.
This is daunting. As a result, almost every “teenage trend” is
on a steady decline (i.e., unprotected sex, skipping school to
party, getting a driver’s license to get out of the house).
Instead, they pursue meaningful relationships earlier in life,
environmental responsibility and an investment in lifelong
memories. Evidence for this is everywhere and it’s a result of
previous generations hard work and self-education.
OPEN DOORS
Almost every social ”door” is opened for them by previous
generations. From social to emotional to physical issues, Gen
Z has a variety of paths they can follow and they know it’s
their job to walk through those doors the best they can, and
open up new ones for following generations.
Listening to their elders more than commonly thought,
they’ve taken time to rationalize why the changes needed to
happen, both locally and globally, and intuited the emotional
intelligence driving it all.
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With their knowledge comes
responsibility, and they take it upon
themselves to “be the change they want
to see in the world” (Gandhi).
And with the world at their fingertips, they have two powerful
tools to drive their success:
1. the ability to define and promote their personal opinion
and
2. the ability to design a digital world that empowers,
supports, and fuels them. One that curates like-minded
people, missions and promises, from simple laughs to lifelong change.
The result is they hold themselves accountable for
self-empowerment.

SELF EMPOWERMENT
Enabled to orchestrate and negotiate their day-to-day
existence on their devices, they create a world for themselves
that upholds their notions of the world. Everything is a
choice, a broad life palette.
Although there is more cyber-bullying than ever before,
there are also record highs of teenagers feeling optimistic.
If they don’t want to pay attention to it, then they won’t.
Unfortunately, there are those that listen and it’s
ever-consuming.
I do not mean to disregard the truth of technologies, that
information is power. The point is that this level of control
has put them more in-control of their day-to-day existence
than anyone else. This is not to insinuate that they are only
getting their information from their localized worlds. They
are curating from a global conversation.

Gen Z Profile
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RESILIENT
Shaped by Great Recession
and terrorism

UNQUIET
Worried about the US and
looking to make a change

MOTIVATED
Strive for security and
balance in all areas of life

PRAGMATIC
Care about being apart of
making a difference

FLUID
Range of sexual identities,
online personas and careers

DIVERSE
48% of Gen Z is
non-Caucasian

COMMITTED
Staying relevant via constant
skill development

INDEPENDENT
Self motivated and full
of conviction
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GLOBALLY MINDED
Partnership is crucial to creating and expressing their future.
They’ve seen its success in the past.

If a diverse group of people feel
included and rally around the shared
intent and purpose, the results will
show themselves.
And they don’t have to work hard to grow their global
network. They are the first generation in which the minority
is the majority.
It takes socializing and open conversations to get to a more
global view. You can see this in their social media feeds, news
sources, and the people they socialize with.
Yes, this adds an extra layer to the complex “spider web”
that’s hard to break into, design for, and impact. Yet it can be
done because they are out there, standing up for what they
believe in. You just need to go find them and seriously listen.
THE FUTURE TODAY
The challenge to communicate with this generation isn’t as
much about what to say, but how to build an environment
that earns their trust and invites their involvement. The
environment must live and thrive above and beyond any
cultural nuance.
To reach them, there’s a lot more to consider than the basic
demographics or psychographics. It’s giving up the notion of
linearity and consumer journey; there’s no step A and then B.
It’s about being as wild and open as they are.
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How to Get in Touch
with Gen Z

Unlike any other generation, Gen Z
has an impulse to disengage and do it
their own way after seeing it done so
wrong previously.
Communicate with them by focusing on the bigger idea
of the self as outlined in the previous pages. Embrace that
they are in love with images and visuals, and not the pure
photoshopped slick commercialism, and not the calculated
triggers of journalistic reporting and documentarians.
Find that place in between that exists uniquely between you
and them. They are begging to play with and massage the
variables we have today into something scrappy and new.
Why? They seek change and they seek visual evolution with
it. They want to experience and also see the change.
Do this by transcending the traditional barriers by honing
on their emotional, physical and spiritual state. By spending
time getting to know them, all communication can be
designed to champion and welcome transparency and
honesty across all levels.
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Here are the three basic rules each of us
needs to follow:
BE ACCEPTING
Unconditionally, whether they strive for perfection or
embrace their imperfection.
PURSUE HARMONY
Approach physical, mental and spiritual aspects holistically
and welcome the way they can play together.
BE SIMPLE
Lead with simple, well-considered design (utilizing UX, UI,
ethnography, strategic insight and planning) but marry it
with a visually raw, illustrative storyline/character driven
moxie. While it is modern in design it may have aspects of
rugged, deconstructed typography. Create texture they can
hold onto, relate to, challenge, mess with and make their own.
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When starting to design, it’s important to remember that
no one single image represents them. They are defined by
being undefined.

They take pride in being a living
and breathing collage of images and
expressions. A convoluted mix of ideas
to keep you, the viewer, guessing.
However, there are some essentials you can start to
think about:
FOCUS ON FEELINGS
Design for the full range of feelings and moods. Marry them
with the right vernacular. Use words like icebergs.
STIMULATE SENSES
Employ strong juxtaposition and a broad spectrum of color,
sound and textural intensities to create a fresh direction
that gets felt.
LET SYMBOLS DO THE WORK
As we know, Gen Z is about the abbreviated language of gifs,
emoticons, and the sticker language. Simple statements that
are highly visual and geared toward emotional activation
work well. “Don’t waste my time!” Mix in a layer of reality
and true value. Something important in all communications
is key.
PHOTOSHOP IS SO NOT COOL
They love beauty rebels, models that show their real offstage side, and what they really believe in and stand for.
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ACCENTUATE RAW BRIGHT VISUALS OF CHILDHOOD
Childhood is still fresh, bright colors, and freedom of
artistic expression is energetic food to them. Think in-yourface childhood rebellion in particular. A perfect example
would be illustrative portraits with over the top grimacing
and ridiculousness, pointing to the over seriousness of our
branded media world and the under seriousness and true
value of the actual content.
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Meeting and Inviting
Gen Z Online

The best content is designed to provoke
a feeling. So how can we create feelings
when they are the so in-control of their
experience they can easily miss you?
The first challenge is to wrap your head around the best
future they want, in whatever way it applies to you and your
communication. The other half of the challenge is showing
up when, where and how they need you most. Then the job
is about building a dynamic, fluid and evolving environment
that invites them to engage and be apart of your conversation.
To be truly relevant, you need to stop thinking in one-hitwonders that talk about yourself and instead you need to
find the best way to be a valuable tool for them to realize the
future they believe in.
THINK LIKE A MEDIA COMPANY: BE WHERE THEY ARE
When conducting audience research, you have to do your due
diligence and drill right down into the particulars: what are
they seeking, where do they learn, what do they share, who
and what are their biggest influences? These sound simple
but can take a lot of work to get out of research, because it’s
so second nature to this generation that they don’t even know
they are doing it.
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Once you find out where they are, then start designing
content to break away from the rest. This will not be as
difficult because the majority of communicators are not doing
their homework to find out who exactly they are trying to
connect with.
BE SELF-LESS: PROVIDE TOOLS
Depending on where they are spending their time and why,
build a presence around where they are seeking help, and
provide the tools to make their vision of the future better. Do
not rely on your own website or a single destination to do all
the work. Help them get to you by being in multiple places,
across a variety of influences.
While partnering with a social media influencer might not
sound like the first step to take, they have incredibly close
relationships with your audience which could help you move
the conversation forward.

If they like your idea, then they will
jump down any number of rabbit holes
to get to the point of taking action.
But if there’s an inkling of self-interest at play, they will be
quick to sniff it out and move onto a better option. Stand out
by championing your nuances, both in core message and in
creative expression.
NUANCES AS AUTHENTICITY: STAND OUT
Gen Z is hunting for their own personal, perfect product/idea,
which can come to life in nuances. Hone in on those aspects
of your idea and play with creative ways to bring it to life. Use
each channel to appeal to that unique mindset.
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Never feel limited, because they will spend whatever amount
of time they need to make sure they get all the information
they are looking for. In most cases, you’ll only have 100%
control of your owned entity, whether it’s a website or social
channel, but branch out, partner, and sponsor content
across channels.

Help them find you by creating
seamless experiences between channels,
devices and topics.
SEAMLESS SUCCESS: MAKE IT EASY
Create a space at the intersection of physical and digital, a
place for experiential community. This must involve them
and who they invite in to make sure your idea works. The core
of this is that the ”big idea” you have to connect with them,
must be able to branch out and sustain itself on multiple
channels. To do this right, it comes down to the research as
mentioned in the previous pages.
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Striking Engagement
Once you’ve understood the future-self
Gen Z wants to become, and where they
play and they seek tools online, then
you’re ready to design for them.
The task here is to design a manifesto
for a group who have self-gathered.
Display it in front of them and invite
a conversation.
The key is to partner human emotion with data points while
allowing for the human experience. We call it the “soft eyes”
of empathy and understanding mixed with the “hard eyes” of
technology, science and engineering. Future success thrives
at the intersection of the two, something Gen Z lives and
breathes each day and understands deeply.
REFINED RESEARCH
Utilize data science experts who can mine the data,
work with quantitative and qualitative research, and who
understand data and data visualization. They can create the
framework that experts on your team who track emotional,
cultural and ethnographic insights can build upon. This
approach will empathetically connect the Vis Gen/Gen Z
Movement with the touchpoints they really care about.
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Be an anthropologist, or an anthologist, pull it apart, make it
human, relatable and actionable. This is incredibly important
because the big decision makers today are number obsessed
and, in some ways, create change through simple data points.
If you can pair a digital story with a real, emotional story,
then you can start delving into what your communications
really need to do: have a single, firm opinion for them to
grasp and rally with. You can do this by championing a
resilient personality.
RESILIENT PERSONALITY
In an always-on world filled with constant change,
Gen Z is looking towards reliable, grounded and honest
communicators that will stick with them. This means that
your communications must be as robust as they can be on
every platform.
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Delve into the deeper state, and nurture the true and honest
connection you share with Gen Z.
Personality must pervade all communications. Any inkling
that a communication tactic is disingenuous will sound the
alarms for disengagement. Don’t treat them like a friend, but
be there for them like a friend.
READY TO PLAY
Playing to Gen Z means experimenting with technology as
they learn a new app (Snapchat and its entourage innovate
and update regularly); engaging in a new social platform
(Instagram for the moment); engaging in IoT software
tracking (health or sport performance); and engaging with
future initiatives and tools (Google’s “Made With Code”, etc).

Take chances and embrace a rebellious
freedom to explore, play, and see what
sticks. Be transformative by providing
the platform for a tailored solution. This
is how we become a necessity in their
future-building.
“These young players are
sophisticated and have the
tools to drive the world.”
— Harriet Riley
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CHAPTER SUMMARY

Gen Z Deep Dive
There are so many nuggets presented in our last
narration segment and we want you to walk away
understanding it will take time to unpack it all.
ACTION STEPS:
At this point we ask, do you feel
you understand what is going
on in the world today and how
to apply it?
If not, we ask you to invite us
in for a simple, complementary
lunch conversation. We are
committed to the change we
see in the world and will help
you get there.

In looking back at this entire
report, we first took you through an
understanding of the big picture, macro
trends influencing generations today.
We then shared charts on how the
collective mind space and societal
behaviors have changed the past 5,
10, 20 years. We barely touch on it
before we present a few brand case
studies that express design innovation,
startup power, sustainable genius and
approaches to adopt.
We break down a few Western,
influential generation concepts,
knowing there is so much more we
can share about broader global Gen
insights. We even visit the next Gen’s
future life, giving us the glimpse we are
so good at and love to provide futuredriven companies with.
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We shared with you the visual language
that is current in branding and leading
to our future evolution in conversing
with machines. We ask that you move
in this direction as a brand, take on a
few of the current visual trends, adding
more as you understand the dialogues
engaging us today and leading to
the future.
Lastly, our narration really delves
deeply into Gen Z and beautifully
shares how to work with, understand
and care for the generation that is our
future, that we have given so much to
and have given so many challenges to
face as well.
We thank you for taking the time to
care about the future. We look forward
to sharing more with you soon.
— The Culture of Future Team
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Conclusion
You are on the verge of a new world, and a new way of understanding the future.
The future is us – every choice and decision we make from here forward is vital
for the wellbeing of our world. What culture and what world do you want to live in?
The future is happening with each choice we make now, and from this point forward.
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Jody Turner, Culture of Future
Invite us in to coach and inspire, to work with your
teams in detailed engagements on the future culture
we are building now. Including:
UNDERSTANDING AND USING THE ENGAGING STORY THAT
WORKS FOR EVERY GENERATION TODAY
Focusing on immersive, emotional layering, that represents
you and communicates what you are about to the world.
STORYLINE STAND OUT APPROACHES THAT
ARE CO-CREATIVE
For each generation but in particular Gen Z, the storyline
must be alive and to progress, but not necessarily resolve.
This gives them something to work on with you, we will
show you how to engage with co-creativity.
CAPTURING THE LANGUAGE, STYLE, VISUAL ELEMENTS
AND PLATFORM-DRIVEN APPROACHES OF TODAY
AND TOMORROW
We teach and inspire your teams on the visual look of
today from photography, color, attitude, to language.
We help expand your product, brand and service offer into a
co-creative, people-driven platform approach that the world
of today seeks.
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STANDING OUT TODAY WITH VISUAL VIDEO
DYNAMISM
How to play with your brand palette in motion,
playing with stills, mixed rhythms and video to create
a synthesized cacophony perfect for the times. We
show you where to place your work to get the most
engagement from your visual dynamism.

Contact
Bring us in and we will work with you in translating
our approach and content with your teams, in order to
reach the new, now and future world.
JODY TURNER
+1.310.584.1021
jodyturner@icloud.com
https://www.jodyturner.com/
https://www.jodyturner.com/portfolio
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About
Culture of Future is a
global team of researchers,
strategists, writers,
designers and digital doers.
JODY TURNER is a recognized cultural meaning guru.
Considered one of the top 100 international female futurists
per Forbes, she leads in understanding consumer, culture
and society for healthy company growth. As a strategist,
planner and dynamic interface between data and human
behavior, Turner raises the bar for customers, teams and
clients she serves. BMW, Apple, Dell, Nike Foundation,
IDEO, Adidas, Absolut, Microsoft SE Asia, Yale, Hearst
Magazines and Media, TrendWatching London, and more.
LinkedIn
HARRIET RILEY is a living and breathing strategist who
loves not knowing the answer. Ripping through research,
debunking the data, and being a translator to creative teams
is what inspires, engages and gets her ready to charge the
next horizon. Through her inspirational agencies she has
worked alongside MasterCraft Boat Company, Champion,
Starbucks, HTC, REI, Nestle (Hot Pockets), Microsoft,
Samsung Mobile, Uniqlo, Nikon, Traditional Medicinals,
Manduka, Barre3, NatureBridge & others. LinkedIn
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Glimpse was created with help from:
ALTERNATIVES
Julie Koch-Beinke, Mark Koch, and the unique group of
talented designers, storytellers, strategists and marketers at
Alternatives, help organizations, brands and products thrive
through strategic positioning, branding, marketing, design
and creative services. Alternatives is a contributer to the
design and content of Glimpse. www.altny.com
JADE WEB DESIGN Cathy Breshears is the owner/creator of
Jade Web Design focusing on helping busy entrepreneurs
market and brand their businesses via web design, podcasts,
social design and beyond. A thank you goes to Cathy for
producing Glimpse 2022. LinkedIn
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